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In this work we report on an innovative sensor box employing two acoustic detection
modules connected in series for quartz-enhanced photoacoustic multi-gas detection. One
detection module is coupled with an internal distributed-feedback quantum cascade laser
(DFB-QCL) emitting at ~7.719 µm for methane (CH4) sensing, while the second module
has been designed to be coupled with an external laser source targeting the absorption
features of a specific gas molecule Mx in the infrared spectral range. The sensor box can
thus be employed for any application, depending on the CH4/Mx gas combination to be
detected. The ~7.719 µm DFB-QCL also allowed water vapor monitoring. To demonstrate
the sensor versatility, we report on the QEPAS-box environmental monitoring application
by simultaneously detecting in air methane, which is a greenhouse gas, nitric oxide (NO), an
ozone depleting substance, and water vapor. Sensitivity levels of 4.30 mV ppm−1 and
17.51 mV ppm−1 and minimum detection limits of 48 ppb and 11 ppb for methane and
nitric oxide detection were achieved, respectively. The sensor box operation was tested by
analysing ambient air. Average concentrations of ~1.73 ppm of CH4, ~0.134 ppm of NO
and 1.8% of H2O were measured.

Keywords: methane detection, infrared spectroscopy, quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy, nitric oxide
detection, environmental monitoring

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent research on gas sensors shows a strong drive for development of methane (CH4) detectors
(Aldhafeeri et al., 2020), based on technologies spanning from semiconductors (Wang et al., 2021) to
chemiresistors (Lu et al., 2021), light detection and ranging (LiDAR) (Johnson et al., 2021),
dispersion spectroscopy (Chen et al., 2021), gas chromatography (GC) (Sandoval-Bohorquez
et al., 2020), tunable laser diode absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) (Deng et al., 2022), quartz-
enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) (Giglio et al., 2020), and light-induced thermo-elastic
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spectroscopy (LITES) (Hu et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020). Increasing
interest on methane sensing arises from the important role played
by the simplest alkane in global warming (Badr et al., 1991):
methane is one of the main greenhouse gases with a global
warming potential (GWP) 21 times higher than carbon dioxide,
where GWP measures the molecules heat trapping potential.
Atmospheric CH4 reacts with tropospheric OH, prolonging its
lifetime, and increasing the radiative forcing. This is known as the
CH4 feedback effect (Holmes, 2018). Moreover, methane is
fundamental in petroleum industry (Moore et al., 2014), since it
is the main fuel source and is also involved in clean energy
production via methane reforming to syngas primarily
composed of hydrogen (Yentekakis and Dong, 2020). Finally,
methane can be used as a biomarker in breath gas analysis (de
Lacy Costello et al., 2013). Often, these applications require
detection of CH4 together with other chemical species. For
example, beyond carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide
detection is fundamental to assess the greenhouse-gas balance
in atmosphere (Schulze et al., 2009). In oil and gas industry,
detection of methane and heavier alkanes with their ratios and
isotopes allows the evaluation of reservoir formation for guiding
petroleum exploration and production estimate, and the
identification of natural gas fugitive emissions (Luo et al., 2022).
The detection of methane and hydrogen sulfide in breath, resulting
from the metabolization of an excessive amount of hydrogen, is
fundamental for the diagnosis of irritable bowel syndrome (Pal and
Pradhan, 2020). Detection of methane, together with nitrogen and
sulfur compounds in precision agriculture, allows the monitoring
of the biodegradation processes (Silva Minini Baiense et al., 2021).
More than the listed examples, several other applications require
the detection of methane jointly with one or more gas molecules.
For this reason, in this work we report on the realization and test of
a sensor box designed to allow sensitive and selective real-time
detection of methane in conjunction with any gas molecule Mx

having absorption features in the infrared spectral range.
Among the four main gas sensing techniques categories,

namely analytical-, semiconductor-, electrochemical-, and laser
optical absorption (LAS)-based, the latter one has been selected as
the most suitable for the CH4-Mx sensor box development, by
exploiting the QEPAS technique. The reasons for this choice lie in
the fact that, although the combination of gas chromatography
and mass spectrometry (GC-MS) offers high sensitivity and
selectivity, difficulty in miniaturization make this analytical
technique unsuitable for the development of a compact sensor
for real-time measurements (Gohlke and McLafferty, 1993). On
the other hand, electrochemical sensors are extensively employed
for on-field applications but their speed of reaction decreases with
temperature, and their performance downgrade with time and
reagents (Guth et al., 2009). Contrary to GC-MS, semiconductor
sensors are low cost and lightweight, but suffer from low
selectivity and sensitivity (Nikolic et al., 2020). In general,
LAS-based techniques show minimal drifts, fast response time,
selectivity, compactness, and robustness (Wang et al., 2018). In
most of the LAS-based techniques, like tunable diode-LAS,
wavelength and frequency modulation spectroscopy, cavity
ring down spectroscopy or cavity-enhanced LAS, the target
molecules are excited with a laser source and the light power

exiting the gas absorption cell or cavity is measured by a
photodetector, whose responsivity is high and flat just over a
few µm-wide spectral range (Li et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2021).
Conversely, QEPAS approach consists in exciting the target gas
with a modulated infrared laser source and detecting the acoustic
waves resulting from the molecule non-radiative energy
relaxation by means of a quartz tuning fork (QTF), whose
resonance frequency matches the laser modulation one
(Patimisco et al., 2018). Therefore, while the molecule
excitation depends on the proper selection of the light source,
in terms of emission wavenumber and optical power, the signal
detection depends on the QTF properties, namely quality factor,
elasticity modulus, electric resistance and capacitance, and
electrode pattern, which are all independent on the laser
characteristics (Patimisco et al., 2017). Thus, QEPAS combines
the selectivity of LAS-based spectroscopy and the sensitivity of a
sharp resonator-based detection technique, with the advantage of
relying on a detector whose responsivity is wavelength
independent. This last peculiar feature made QEPAS the
leading-edge technique in multi-gas detection (Sampaolo et al.,
2021) and allows the detection of an additional gas molecule Mx

through the reported sensor by just choosing a laser light source
targeting a suitable Mx absorption feature and collimating it into
the sensor box.

The box architecture implements a single gas line which allows
the gas sample to pass through two acoustic detection modules
(ADMs): 1) one coupled with a distributed-feedback quantum
cascade laser (DFB-QCL) targeting methane absorption lines at
~7.719 µm, and 2) a second one set in front of a box aperture for
external laser coupling. The designed architecture makes the
sensor extremely versatile and suitable for any gas sensing
application requiring the detection of methane only or in
combination with another gas species.

To validate the sensor operation, we focused on assessing
detection performances for both ADMs employing, in addition to
the embedded QCL, an external laser operating in the mid-
infrared spectral range. With this aim, we report for the first
time on the simultaneous QEPAS detection of methane and nitric
oxide (NO), which was selected as the Mx molecule because, like
methane, it has been demonstrated as a non-invasive biomarker
in breath gas analysis (Birrell et al., 2006), and it is fundamental in
environmental monitoring (World Bank, 1999). Nitric oxide has
a crucial role in atmospheric chemistry and climate, since it
regulates the ozone cycle in the atmosphere as well as the
formation of atmospheric oxidants. In particular, NO
oxidation causes ozone depletion and produces nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and nitrate (NO3) radical (Atkinson, 2000).
Commonly, NO is not included in standard air composition
due to the high rate constant of the oxidation reaction (Jarvis
et al., 2010; Han et al., 2011). However, there are NO traces in
polluted air as a result of combustion, with a concentration
varying with the pollutant source. In addition, the photolysis
of nitrous acid emitted from soils and unvegetated peat surfaces
causes the increase of nitric oxide in the atmosphere (Venterea
et al., 2005; Bhattarai et al., 2022). Even though the World Health
Organization reports a total concentration of NO and NO2

exceeding 260 part-per-billion (ppb) in dense urban areas
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(Jarvis et al., 2010), Shi et al. measured NO concentration as high
as 187 part-per-million (ppm) in volume in bus diesel-engine
exhaust (Shi et al., 2017).

In this work, we demonstrated the sensor box operation for
environmental monitoring applications by sampling ambient
air and simultaneously detecting methane and nitric oxide,
while doubly monitoring water vapor concentration.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Sensor Box Architecture and CH4/NO
Detection Experimental Setup
The realization of the QEPAS sensor required the design of an
innovative sensor architecture and a dedicated LabVIEW-
based software, aimed at driving the employed devices and
processing the QTFs signal. An NI PCIe-6363 DAQ was
selected to provide and acquire the analog signals needed in
a typical QEPAS experimental set-up. The developed sensor
architecture is depicted in Figure 1A and in Supplementary
Figure S1A.

Two different sensing systems can be identified within the
box: a complete CH4 QEPAS sensor, S1, set at the bottom-right
of the schematic in Figure 1A, and an Mx QEPAS sensor, S2, to
be coupled with an external laser source and set at the top-left
of the schematic in Figure 1A in front of an aperture on the
box left side panel. The same type of spectrophone, composed
of a 12 kHz T-shaped QTF coupled with two optimized
resonator tubes (Patimisco et al., 2019), is employed in the
two systems. The 12 kHz spectrophone has been demonstrated

to be more efficient for slow energy relaxing gas species QEPAS
detection, like NO, with respect to the 32 kHz standard one
(Giglio et al., 2019). Transimpedance amplifiers, with a
feedback resistor of 10 MΩ, convert the QTF piezoelectric
currents into voltage signals, further delivered to printed
circuit boards, i.e., PCB 1 and PCB 2. These boards are
designed to easily route the I/O channel signals of the
PCIe-6363 DAQ and are connected to the ports (3) and (4)
of the box.

S1 consists of a stainless-steel box, called sensor-head,
where optical components are fixed to keep the system
compact and aligned (Supplementary Figure S1B). In S1,
the laser source is a Thorlabs DFB-QCL emitting at a
central wavelength of 7.719 µm, mounted in a high heat
load (HHL) package, set on an air-cooled heatsink (QCL 1
in Figure 1A). The full tuning spectral range of the employed
QCL is 1295.0–1299.2 cm−1. A multi-conductor cable connects
the HHL package pins to the port (6) of the box. A ZnSe lens
with a 7–12 µm AR (anti-reflection) coating and a 40 mm focal
length focuses the laser beam inside an ADM, through the
spectrophone. The ADM is equipped with two ZnSe windows
with a 7–12 µm AR coating. S2 consists in a ZnSe lens with a
3–5 µm AR coating and a 75 mm focal length, set in front of the
aperture on the box side panel, and an ADMwith the same type
of spectrophone as in S1. The ADM is equipped with two ZnSe
windows, with a 3–5 µm AR coating. In S2 all optical
components are mounted with retaining/o-rings and can be
replaced with components with different AR coatings,
depending on the laser source selected for Mx detection. S2
spectrophone and focusing lens identify an optical axis

FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic of the developed sensor architecture. Blue arrows represent the cables of the NI PCIe-6363 DAQ, installed in the computer and
employed to both generate and acquire signals. USB cables are represented with grey arrows. Black arrows represent cables employed for the distribution of analog
signals, both inside and outside the sensor. (B) Schematic of the setup realized for simultaneous detection of methane and nitric oxide. S1-Sensor 1; S2-Sensor two;
QTF-Quartz Tuning Fork; mR -Resonator tubes; PM1- Power Meter 1; PM2- Power Meter two; PCB 1-Printed Circuit Board 1; PCB 2-Printed Circuit Board two;
QCL 1-Quantum Cascade Laser 1; QCL 2-Quantum Cascade Laser two; DAQ-Data acquisition board; Press. Ctrl-Pressure controller; NV-Needle Valve; LD 1- Laser
Driver 1; LD 2-Laser Driver two; PC-Personal Computer. 7–12 µm and 3–5 µm AR coated optical elements in S1 and S2 are represented in orange and blue,
respectively.
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perpendicular to the aperture and parallel to the box basis. The
ADM and lens are mounted on a five- and three-axis stage,
respectively, for fine adjustments with respect to the external
laser beam. Two optical power meters (PM - Thorlabs S401C)
are placed behind the ADMs for laser beam alignment purposes
and connected to their USB interfaces (Thorlabs PM100USB). A
single gas line allows the gas sample to enter the QEPAS sensor
box from an inlet, pass through the two ADMs, and exit the
sensor via an outlet. The gas handling system consists of a
pressure controller and flow meter (MKS Type 649), interfaced
with an NI-DAQ, a needle valve and a diaphragm vacuum pump
(KNF N 85.3 KNE). These components ensure the same
pressure and flow working conditions in S1 and S2. NI-DAQ
and PM USB interfaces are connected to the port (1) of the box
through an USB hub. LabVIEW-based subroutines were
developed to read the optical power measured by the power
meters and manage the pressure controller. In particular, the
analog output of the NI-DAQ was employed to provide the
reference voltage (i.e., the pressure setpoint) to the pressure
controller, while its analog inputs allowed the monitoring of
pressure and flow values inside the gas line.

A DFB-QCL emitting at a central wavelength of 5.26 µm was
collimated into S2 in the configuration shown in Figure 1B. The
1898.36–1902.31 cm−1 laser tuning range allows targeting of the
NO absorption features located at 1900.07 cm−1 and
1900.51 cm−1 (Gordon et al., 2017). An MCQ Instruments
Gas Blender GB-103 was employed to generate gas mixtures at
a fixed flow rate of 28 sccm. The gas mixture was downstream
humidified using a Nafion tube. As shown in Figure 1B, the
sensor box was then connected to 1) the outlet of the Nafion
humidifier, through the gas inlet; 2) a PC, through port (1); 3) the
modulation input of the QCL 2 laser driver, through port (2); 4)
the PCIe-6363 DAQ, through ports (3) and (4); 5) the modulation
input and the thermoelectric-cooler/current output of the QCL 1
laser driver (Thorlabs ITC4005QCL) through ports (5) and (6),
respectively. Finally, the USB interface of QCL 1 laser driver was
connected to the PC to set temperature and current values via
software.

2.2 S1 and S2 Electrical Characterization
A LabVIEW subroutine was developed to perform the QTFs
electrical characterization, requiring the generation of a sinewave
to excite the QTFs and the demodulation of the QTF response at
the same excitation frequency. The fundamental resonance
frequency (f0) and the quality factor (Q) of the spectrophones
were measured before acquiring the QEPAS signals. The
normalized resonance curves obtained for S1 and S2 in pure
nitrogen at a working pressure of 500 Torr and at a flow rate of 28
sccm are shown in Figures 2A,B.

The f0 and Q parameters were extracted using a Lorentzian
curve to fit the measured data. The fit of the S1 and S2
spectrophone resonance curves returned resonance frequencies
of 12,457.89 Hz and 12,458.27 Hz, with quality factors of 12,900
and 10,700, respectively.

QEPAS measurements were performed by sweeping the QCLs
emission in selected spectral ranges and employing wavelength
modulation and 2f-detection technique. With this aim, a
LabVIEW subroutine was developed to modulate S1 and S2
QCL currents at half of the respective spectrophone resonance
frequencies while adding a sawtooth ramp. These signals were
delivered to the modulation input of LD 1 and LD 2 through ports
(5) and (2). The lock-in demodulated the QTFs signal at their
resonance frequencies.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the results achieved employing the developed
QEPAS sensor are reported. As a first step, the S1 and S2
responses were investigated by independently operating the
sensing systems, in turn. Then, the combined action of the
detection modules has been verified and employed to measure
methane and nitric oxide concentrations in air samples collected
inside our laboratory.

Connected by a single gas line, S1 and S2 shared the same flow
rate and working pressure. The latter was set to p = 500 Torr as
this operating condition maximized the QEPAS response for the

FIGURE 2 | Normalized resonance curves of the spectrophone employed in (A) S1 (blue line) and in (B) S2 (green line) measured in pure nitrogen at a working
pressure of 500 Torr and at a flow rate of 28 sccm. Lorentzian fit curves are represented with red dashed curves.
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analyte at the lowest concentration, i.e., NO. Non-radiative
energy relaxation processes are promoted by water vapor for
the selected excited energy levels of both methane and nitric oxide
(Dong et al., 2011; Jahjah et al., 2014; Elefante et al., 2020). With
the perspective of demonstrating the operation of the developed
sensor box for CH4 and NO monitoring in air, the sensor
calibration was performed by humidifying all the samples
generated by the gas blender downstream, by means of a
Nafion humidifier. The water vapor concentration in the gas
line was fixed to reproduce the experimental conditions expected
for the analysis of ambient air. Using a hygrometer located in the
laboratory room, an average H2O concentration of 1.8% in
ambient air was calculated. This water vapor level was then
fixed in the gas line by setting a flow rate of 28 sccm through
the humidifier.

3.1 S1 Methane Detection and Calibration
Several absorption features of CH4 and H2O are located within
the emission spectrum of the S1 laser source. The best detection
range, in terms of absorption line-strengths and spectral isolation
from absorption features of the methane, water, and other typical
standard air gas components, can be targeted by operating the
laser at 20°C. The absorption cross-section of a standard air
mixture in this spectral window was simulated using the
HITRAN database (Gordon et al., 2017) at 500 Torr and is
shown in Figure 3. The CH4 concentration in the HITRAN
simulated spectrum was 1.7 ppm, while the H2O concentration
was 1.86%. This water vapor level was similar to the onemeasured
inside our laboratory (~1.8%).

The HITRAN simulation shows an intense H2O absorption
peak located at 1297.18 cm−1 and four CH4 absorption features
located at 1297.48 cm−1, 1297.65 cm−1, 1297.75 cm−1, and
1297.82 cm−1, respectively, as highlighted in the inset of
Figure 3. As the most intense one, the CH4 absorption peak

located at 1297.48 cm−1 was selected to calibrate the sensor S1 for
methane detection. At this wavenumber, a QCL 1 optical power
of 48 mW was measured by PM1. The H2O absorption peak
located at 1297.18 cm−1 was used to monitor the water vapor level
generated by the humidifier in the gas line. The water vapor
absorption feature exhibits a Lorentzian-like line-shape with a
0.015 cm−1 width, while the selected methane absorption feature
exhibits a broader Voigt-like line-shape with a 0.014 cm−1

Lorentzian width and a 0.053 cm−1 Gaussian width.
The QEPAS spectra collected while targeting H2O and CH4 in

a gas sample containing 30 ppm of CH4 and 1.8% of H2O in N2

are shown in Figure 4, as representative.
The spectral scans in Figure 4 were acquired using the same

130mV peak-to-peak modulation amplitude, selected as the one
maximizing the CH4 QEPAS signal. This is the reason why the
QEPAS spectral scan of the H2O absorption peak appears
overmodulated compared to the 2nd derivative of a Lorentzian
lineshape. The asymmetry of negative lobes of the methane
spectral scan arises from a slight contribution deriving from the
adjacent CH4 absorption feature at 1297.65 cm−1. Peak signals of
446.46 mV and 130.38mV were measured for concentrations of
1.8% of water vapor and 30 ppm of methane, respectively. The
QEPAS signal collected while flowing humidified N2 inside the gas
line returned a 1σ noise level of 0.21 mV. Therefore, a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of 620 was calculated for CH4 measurements.

Starting from a gas cylinder with a certified concentration of
100 ppm CH4 in N2, several dilutions were generated using the gas
blender and keeping the water vapor concentration fixed at 1.8%.
The peak signals of the collected CH4 QEPAS spectra were extracted
and are shown in Figure 5 as a function of the CH4 concentration.

A linear response of the QEPAS sensor for CH4 detection was
observed in the range 1–90 ppm, thus a linear fit was
superimposed to the collected data returning a slope of
4.30 mV ppm−1 and an intercept comparable with the noise
level. A CH4 minimum detection limit of ~48 ppb was
estimated at 100 ms of integration time, calculated as the
expected methane concentration generating a QEPAS signal
equal to the noise, i.e., an SNR = 1. An Allan-Werle deviation
analysis was performed to estimate the 1σ noise as a function of
the lock-in integration time (Giglio et al., 2016). A noise level
0.020 mV at 5 s integration time was achieved, reducing the MDL
of one order of magnitude (see Supplementary Figure S2).

3.2 S2 Nitric Oxide Detection and
Calibration
Two absorption features of NO and one absorption feature of
H2O can be targeted within the emission range of the laser
source externally collimated into the sensor S2 (see Figure 2B).
As a reference, the absorption cross-section of a gas mixture
containing standard air and 500 ppb of NO was simulated
using HITRAN database (Gordon et al., 2017) at an operating
pressure of 500 Torr. Nitric oxide was not originally included
in the standard air sample composition on the HITRAN
database, as this gas species does not represent a main
constituent of ambient air. Therefore, its spectral
contribution was added simulating a specific mixture, whose

FIGURE 3 | Absorption cross-section of standard air in the S1 laser
source emission range simulated using HITRAN database (United States
model, mean latitude, summer). The inset highlights the spectral region
between 1297.36 cm−1 and 1297.90 cm−1. Orange and purple arrows
indicate water vapor and methane absorption features, respectively.
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NO level was set according to the average concentration in
polluted areas (World Bank, 1999), although it can vary
considerably depending on the pollutant source. As for the
data reported in Figure 3, the simulated H2O concentration
was 1.86%. The results are shown in Figure 6.

The HITRAN simulation returned an intense H2O
absorption peak located at 1901.76 cm−1 and two NO
absorption features located at 1900.07 cm−1 and
1900.51 cm−1. The peak of the NO absorption feature located
at 1900.07 cm−1 was selected to calibrate the sensor S2 for nitric
oxide detection. At this wavenumber, an optical power of
17 mW was measured by PM2. The H2O absorption peak
located at 1901.76 cm−1 was used to monitor the water vapor
level generated by the humidifier inside the gas line. The water
vapor and nitric oxide absorption features exhibit Voigt-like
line-shapes with comparable Lorentzian (~0.06 cm−1) and
Gaussian (~0.01 cm−1) widths.

The QEPAS spectra collected targeting H2O and NO in a gas
sample containing 5 ppm of NO and 1.8% of H2O in N2 are
shown in Figure 7, as representative.

A 120 mV peak-to-peak modulation amplitude employed for
both water vapor and nitric oxide measurements was selected as
the one optimizing the NO QEPAS response. In contrast to
sensor S1, in sensor S2 the employed modulation returned a
similar shape for both the targeted absorption features. Peak
signals of 316.79 mV and 88.96 mV were measured for 1.8% of
water vapor and 5 ppm of nitric oxide, respectively. The QEPAS
signal collected while flowing humidified N2 inside the gas line
returned a 1σ noise level of 0.18 mV. Therefore, an SNR of 495
was calculated for NO measurements.

Starting from a gas cylinder with a certified concentration of
10 ppm of NO in N2, several dilutions were generated using the

FIGURE 4 | 2f-QEPAS spectra collected for (A) H2O at a concentration of 1.8% and (B) CH4 at a concentration of 30 ppm, both in N2.

FIGURE 5 | QEPAS peak signals as a function of the CH4 concentration
(purple dots) and the corresponding best linear fit (purple dashed line).

FIGURE 6 | Absorption cross-section of modified standard air
(United States model, mean latitude, summer enriched with 500 ppb of NO)
within the S2 laser source emission range, simulated using HITRAN database.
The inset highlights the spectral region between 1899.85 cm−1 and
1900.75 cm−1. Cyan and red arrows indicate water vapor and nitric oxide
absorption features, respectively.
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gas blender with a fixed 1.8% water vapor level. The peak signals
of the collected NOQEPAS spectra were extracted and are shown
in Figure 8.

A linear fit to the experimental data returns the NO calibration
curve with a slope of 17.51 mV ppm−1 and an intercept value
comparable with the sensor noise level. As the linear behaviour of
sensor S2 was verified, an NO minimum detection limit of
~11 ppb was estimated at 100 ms of integration time,
calculated as the expected nitric oxide concentration
generating a QEPAS signal equal to the noise, i.e., an SNR = 1.

3.3 Simultaneous Detection of Water,
Methane, and Nitric Oxide
As a second step for sensor validation, a simultaneous operation
of S1 and S2 was performed.With this aim, two gas mixtures were
generated using the gas blender. The gas mixtures were analyzed

consecutively while the QEPAS signals generated by both S1
and S2 sensors were collected simultaneously. The results are
shown in Figures 9A,B. The QEPAS spectra were acquired
employing sawtooth ramps with amplitudes selected to scan
the spectral regions reported in Figures 3, 6, and frequencies
optimized to start and stop the scans at the same time. The
mixtures were composed of a fixed concentration of 1.8% of
H2O and 30 ppm of CH4, while the NO concentration in the
two samples was 7 ppm (yellow background) and 3 ppm (pink
background), respectively.

As in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, the water vapor
concentration was set to a value similar to the one expected in
ambient air. The methane and nitric oxide concentrations were
selected quite in the middle of the concentration ranges where S1
and S2 linear responsivities were proven, but still at least an order
of magnitude greater than their expected values in ambient air.
The QEPAS spectral scans collected by sensors S1 and S2
perfectly match the simulations in Figures 3, 6. All the
measured peak values are consistent with the results obtained
in calibration sections. The performed consecutive acquisitions
point out essentially no variations in the H2O and CH4 QEPAS
response when varying the NO concentration within the sample,
and the QEPAS NO signals scale linearly with the NO
concentration in the mixtures as in Section 3.2. Therefore, the
S1 and S2 calibrations still apply for mixtures of water, methane,
and nitric oxide in nitrogen.

After the validation of the simultaneous operation of the two
systems S1 and S2, the QEPAS box operation for methane and
nitric oxide atmospheric detection was tested by sampling air
from our laboratory. The test operating conditions were the same
as for calibration, i.e., pressure p = 500 Torr and flow rate F = 28
sccm. The gas inlet of the QEPAS box was disconnected from the
humidifier and laboratory air directly entered the box. A relative
humidity of 61% and a temperature of 24°C were measured inside
the room using an external hygrometer, thus an absolute
concentration of ~1.8% of water vapor was estimated, similar
to the one fixed by the Nafion humidifier during calibration steps.
Measurements were performed by setting the sawtooth ramps
amplitudes, frequencies and phases optimized to simultaneously

FIGURE 7 | 2f-QEPAS spectra collected targeting the absorption features corresponding to (A) 1.8% of H2O and (B) 5 ppm of NO, both in N2.

FIGURE 8 | QEPAS peak signals as a function of the NO concentration
(red diamonds) and the corresponding best linear fit (red dotted line).
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scan the water vapor absorption peak by S1 and S2. Seven
consecutive spectral scans were acquired. The peak values
corresponding to each analyte were extracted from the
acquired QEPAS spectra and are shown in Figure 10. The
whole measurement lasted about 20 min.

In Figures 10A,B the H2O peak signals measured by S1 and S2
show a slight decrease from 1 to 13min followed by a slight increase
up to the last scan point. The observation of the same trend using
two different systems confirms the reliability of the developed sensor.
The average H2O QEPAS signals were 447.65 ± 1.08mV and

FIGURE 9 | QEPAS signals acquired targeting two different gas samples in consecutive acquisitions by simultaneously operating sensors (A) S1 and (B) S2.
Spectra of the gas mixture containing 30 ppm of CH4, 1.8% of H2O and 7 ppm of NO, in N2, are shown with a yellow background, while spectra of the gas mixture
containing 30 ppm of CH4, 1.8% of H2O and 3 ppm of NO, in N2, are shown with a pink background. The dashed line indicates the end of the sawtooth ramp,
corresponding to the change of gas mixture composition.

FIGURE 10 | QEPAS peak signals extracted by consecutive QEPAS spectra acquired by sampling the air inside the laboratory. Sensor S1 was used to target (A)
H2O (orange dots) and (C)CH4 (purple dots), while sensor S2 was used to target (B)H2O (cyan diamonds) and (D) NO (red diamonds). The error bars correspond to the
noise fluctuations.
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306.66 ± 0.63mV, respectively. A relative fluctuation of the water
vapor signal of ~0.2% was estimated. The average measured CH4

QEPAS signal shown in Figure 10C was 7.45 ± 0.03mV,
corresponding to a CH4 concentration of ~1.73 ppm inside the
room. This value is consistent with the expected methane
concentration in atmosphere (EPA USEPA, 2021), which can be
taken as a reference due to the absence of other CH4 sources in the
environment. The NO peak signals extracted by the QEPAS spectra
collected by sensor S2 and shown in Figure 10D highlight the
presence of this gas species in the environment, with a stable
concentration. The average measured QEPAS signal was 2.56 ±
0.13mV, corresponding to an NO concentration of ~0.134 ppm
inside the room, in any case lower than the polluted air-values
reported in literature (World Bank, 1999; Jarvis et al., 2010; Shi et al.,
2017). It is worth noticing that, although the presence of water vapor
in air affects the non-radiative energy relaxation processes of both
methane and nitric oxide, the peaks extracted from the QEPAS
signals acquired for these two gases do not follow the trend of the
water vapor. This can be explained by considering that a relative
variation of ±0.2% of the water vapor signal produces a negligible
effect on the CH4 and NO signal.

4 CONCLUSION

A compact QEPAS-based sensor box for simultaneous
detection of methane and any targetable gas molecule
exhibiting absorption features in the infrared spectral range
is reported. The sensor architecture was designed in order to
flush the gas sample through the two detection systems
exploiting two similar ADMs. The first system, S1, is a
complete, rugged QEPAS sensor for methane detection,
including a laser source with center emission wavelength of
7.719 µm. The second one, S2, does not include the laser
source, which should be selected ad-hoc, depending on the
gas molecule to be targeted, and optically coupled through an
aperture on the sensor side box panel. Along with the hardware
set-up, a dedicated LabVIEW-based software was designed and
developed to drive the electronic components and manage the
S1 and S2 signals.

The developed sensor was tested for methane and nitric oxide
detection in air. S1 and S2 were first calibrated independently.
Sensitivities of 4.30 mV ppm−1 and 17.51 mV ppm−1 and
minimum detection limits of 48 ppb and 11 ppb at 100 ms
lock-in integration time were obtained for S1 and S2,
respectively. S1 and S2 also allowed the measurement of the
QEPAS signals related to two absorption lines of water. No
crosstalk effects were observed when S1 and S2 were operated
simultaneously. The QEPAS box was employed to measure the
methane and nitric oxide concentration in air, while monitoring
the humidity level. During a 20 minutes-long acquisition, the
water vapor signal trend exhibited a slight fluctuation, too small
to cause variations of methane and nitric oxide signal levels.

Average concentrations of 1.73 ppm of CH4, 0.134 ppm of NO
and 1.8% of H2O were measured in the laboratory air.
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